
Detailed regulations

Choose a route, download the respective .gpx tracks and start pedalling. You can also pick up 
printed maps at the ValSeriana and Val di Scalve tourist offices 
(For info infopoint@valseriana.eu). 

The order that you bike the 3 circuits is at your discretion. 

The direction of the individual circuit as well as the starting and finishing point are also at your 
discretion, as long as the starting and finishing points match. 

Along the route we invite you to take photos to post on your social networks with the hashtags 
#gravelvalseriana and #valdiscalve tagging @valseriana_e_scalve in order to take part in the 
creative contest related to the route. 

Once you have completed a circuit, send an email to turismo@valseriana.eu with photographs, 
your story (if you want to increase your chances of winning the creative contest) and the link 
to the platform where you registered your activity (Strava/Komoot/Relive/Garmin/etc.). Or as 
an alternative, if you do not use any registration platform, send us your selfies at various points 
along the route, as indicated on the map.

The single circuit entitles you to the single licence and the corresponding technical gadget. 

Completing all 3 circuits within the year will allow you to obtain the comprehensive licence and 
enter the annual Gravity Gravel circuit Hall of Fame, obtain the technical prize (while supplies 
last) and participate in the final drawing. 

Your licence will be sent by e-mail and published in the stories on the social profile @ 
valseriana_e_scalve . Indicate your profiles so we can tag you or you can collect it together with 
the technical gadgets at the ValSeriana and Scalve Infopoint (Via Europa 111c Ponte Nossa - BG) 

Special Hall of Fame dedicated to PRINCES & PRINCESSES and one dedicated to the KINGS & 
QUEENS of the Gravity Gravel circuit: PRINCESS & PRINCE: 2 circuits together in a single activity 
QUEEN&KING: all 3 circuits together in a single activity For the Gravity Gravel licence nobility, a 
special prize (a one-night stay at a Promoserio member hotel) 

Annual Halls of Fame will be set up and a drawing will take place at the end of the year amongst 
the registered competitors. Fabulous technical prizes will be awarded.
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